
Saddled roof carport 
single and double 
A saddled roof carport could be the perfect 
choice for you. Whether it perfectly matches 
the style of your home or you fell totally in love 
with the design; we encourage your choice.

Protect your car 
A carport is the ideal way to protect your car 
from the weather all year round. This way 
your car is protected against rain, snow, frost, 
falling leaves and falling branches in autumn 
and winter. And in summer and spring against 
extreme weather conditions, such as hail and UV 
radiation. 

Maintenance free 
The saddled roof carports of Gardendreams 
are manufactured in high-quality aluminium. 
The advantage of an aluminium carport is that 
it is maintenance-free and lasts for a very long 
period of time. In addition, it gives a modern 
look that fits any home.

The clearance width of the single saddled roof 
carport is 336 cm. The clearance width of the 
double saddled roof carport is 578 cm.

Roofing
Polycarbonate Clear or Opal

Gutter
Standard gutter profile

Drive-through - and Roof ridge height
Drive-through  227 cm | Roof ridge 331,5 cm

Standard colours
White RAL 9016 | Anthracite structure RAL 7016 | 
Cream white RAL 9001 | Grey structure RAL 9007

Carports / Saddled roof carport

Sizes

Saddled roof carport single

Width Depth Posts

368 cm 500 cm 6

368 cm 600 cm 6

368 cm 700 cm 6

368 cm 800 cm 6

368 cm 900 cm 8

368 cm 1000 cm 8

Saddled roof carport double

Width Depth Posts

610 cm 500 cm 6

610 cm 600 cm 6

610 cm 700 cm 6

610 cm 800 cm 6

610 cm 900 cm 8

610 cm 1000 cm 8
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